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Aspects of the Language of Latin Poetry. 1999. 92. Science and Stonehenge. 1997. 91. This makes Stonehenge the earliest known cremation cemetery on the British Isles. Stonehenge. © Stonhenge Stone Circle / Flickr. From Timber To Stone. Further excavations have indicated that in favour of stone the builders abandoned timber around 2600 BC, and two concentric arrays of holes were dug in the centre of the site. The stone sockets are only partly known, as there again is little evidence for this phase. However, it is believed that there could be remains of a double ring. Stonehenge’s last usage was possibly during the Iron Age, as it is unknown if it was in continuous use throughout the British prehistory and beyond, and further how exactly it had been used. Stonehenge. © fotografieallerei / Pixabay.